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The Journal of Open Humanities Data

● Launched in 2015

● It is part of the ‘metajournals’ 

family in Ubiquity Press, 

publishing papers about:
○ research data

○ software

○ hardware

Credits: Paola Marongiu



Vision

Be a key part of a thriving community of 
scholars sharing humanities data



Open Humanities Data



The humanities have produced and collected data for centuries

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

https://vridar.org/2016/10/16/plato-and-the-creation-of-the-hebrew-bible/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


What is different now?



Many words, many objects, all data
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What’s special in humanities data?

• Manual curation

• Subjective/personal/indivi

dual interpretation, 

following 

standards/consensus

• Importance of context



Open Humanities Data



Open Humanities and open science

“Open science commonly refers to efforts to make the 
output of publicly funded research more widely 
accessible in digital format to the scientific 
community, the business sector, or society more 
generally.”

OECD (2015), "Making Open Science a Reality", OECD Science, Technology and Industry Policy Papers, No. 25, OECD Publishing, Paris, 
https://doi.org/10.1787/5jrs2f963zs1-en.

https://doi.org/10.1787/5jrs2f963zs1-en


Contextualisation is critical

Data repository

Contextualisation + peer review + 
academic credit

Data paper



An example from 
linguistics

Jenset, G B, McGillivray, B and Rundell, 
M. The English dative alternation 
revisited: Fresh insights from 
contemporary British spoken data. In: 
Brezina, V, Love, R and Aijmer, K 
(eds.), Corpus approaches to 
contemporary British speech: 
Sociolinguistic studies of the spoken 
BNC2014. London: Routledge; 2018; 
185–207. 
DOI: https://doi.org/10.4324/978131526
8323-10  

https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315268323-10
https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315268323-10
https://openhumanitiesdata.metajnl.com/articles/10.5334/johd.11/main-text-B2


… the data…

Jenset, G.B. and McGillivray, B., 
2019. Data from ‘The Dative 
Alternation Revisited: Fresh 
Insights from Contemporary British 
Spoken Data’. Journal of Open 
Humanities Data, 5(1), p.1. 
DOI: http://doi.org/10.5334/johd.1
1

http://doi.org/10.5334/johd.11
http://doi.org/10.5334/johd.11


… and the data 
paper

Jenset, G.B. and McGillivray, B., 
2019. Data from ‘The Dative 
Alternation Revisited: Fresh 
Insights from Contemporary 
British Spoken Data’. Journal of 
Open Humanities Data, 5(1), p.1. 
DOI: http://doi.org/10.5334/johd.
11

http://doi.org/10.5334/johd.11
http://doi.org/10.5334/johd.11


JOHD’s team

• 1 editor-in-chief

• 3 associated editor

• 2 social media editors

• 2 editorial assistants

• 6 copy editors

• 10 members in the editorial board

➔ We are researchers in linguistics, classics, law and 
more
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JOHD’s publications

Two types of publication, both 

data-focused:

1) data papers (1000 words)

2) research papers (3000-5000 

words)

We have published 83 papers so far 



JOHD’s publications



Sharing your data and publishing your data paper

The dataset must be stored in an open 
access repository: 

❖ JOHD Dataverse

❖ Zenodo

❖ Figshare

❖ SND

❖ DANS

Image created by Amanda Sorensen



❖ New perspectives and practices in 

Digital Humanities Data: 3 articles

❖ Humanities data in the time of 

COVID-19: 5 articles

❖ Language documentation collections: 

Assessment and Recognition: 2 

articles

❖ Computational Humanities Research 

Data: 9 articles

JOHD accepts submissions to the general 

issue on a rolling basis

The special collections



Disciplinary scope

Credits: Eleonora Zordan



❏ LIBER conference (session #3 “Working with 

Software and Data”)

❏ round table of experts about data citation, 

organised by SSHOC (Social Sciences & Humanities 

Open Cloud)

❏ #dhnord2021 about the publication of data papers 

in the humanities

❏ DHASA conference 2021 (Digital Humanities 

Association of Southern Africa)

Conferences and events

❏ SciDataCon-IDW Seoul 2022 about the impact of data 

papers and datasets Australian Text Analytics Platform

❏ Humanities and Data Science Discussion Group at the 

Alan Turing Institute

❏ RIOT science club

❏ Oxford Open Humanities Seminar Series



The #showmeyourdata campaign

What is it?

• We ask our authors to post an image of their data 

and describe it. It can be the screenshot of (any type 

of) dataset, a visualisation etc.

What for?

• Our aim is to promote open research and data 

sharing values: we would like to encourage the 

conversation on this topic and demystify it

https://twitter.com/hashtag/openresearch?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/datasharing?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/datasharing?src=hashtag_click


Other activities

Open Humanities Data Forums:  promoting values of data sharing and 
reusability in the humanities

Credits: Paola Marongiu



❏ “Le Journal of Open Humanities Data (JOHD) : enjeux et défis dans la publication de 

data papers pour les sciences humaines” (forthcoming). In Publier, partager, réutiliser 

les données de la recherche: les data papers et leurs enjeux, edited by Christine 

Kosmopoulos and Joachim Schöpfel. Presses Universitaires du Septentrion.

❏ “Deep Impact: A study on the impact of data papers and datasets in the Humanities 

and Social Sciences” (2022). Publications 2022, 10, 39. 

https://doi.org/10.3390/publications10040039.

Papers



Data papers and impact

Credits: Nilo Pedrazzini



Data papers and impact

Credits: Nilo Pedrazzini



Data papers and datasets

Credits: Nilo Pedrazzini and Marton Ribary



@up_johd

#johdpapers and #johdCfP: newly published papers and call for 
papers

#johdnews: news about JOHD (activities and events)

#johdagenda: external events about open data, data sharing and 
related matters

#showmeyourdata: share an image of your data and describe it

Keep in touch…

Recordings of the events organised by JOHD (e.g. Open 
Humanities Data Forums)

Recordings of presentations to conferences and events

Short videos on key topics for JOHD e.g. how to define 
humanities data?

Newsletter:

Every 6 months, an 
update on all our 
activities, publications, 
new members of our 
team



Thank you!
Barbara.mcgillivray@kcl.ac.uk
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